Admission to the Master's course in “Ph. E. Souchard method®. Reeducation, Evolution and Research” is open to all students holding a BSc degree in Physiotherapy. The courses offered by the School of Physiotherapy at the University of Rome Tor Vergata further advance the post-graduate training of highly competent professionals working in the field of rehabilitation by attributing great importance to the development of experimental and clinical research, as demonstrated through scientific publications.

The Global Postural Reeducation system (RPG) designed by Prof. Ph. E. Souchard is a scientifically proven method for effectively treating the ailments of the neural and musculoskeletal systems, particularly of the vertebral column. RPG applies the knowledge acquired through both theory and practice to making thorough and complete assessments and treating disorders of mechanical, musculoskeletal, morphological and/or of lesion nature. The results achieved thereby are both significant and long-lasting.

RPG is regularly prescribed, recognized and applied in Italy, many other European countries as well as overseas. A Master's Degree in Global Postural Reeducation is a professional title coveted by rehabilitation centers of high quality. Job opportunities of rehabilitation professionals who possess the necessary qualifications in RPG are therefore expanded.

Prof. Souchard and his team are at the core of teaching this Master course. Their exceptional professional reputation, in Italy and abroad, transcends to the course and confers it with particular distinction.